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THE MOUNTAINS OF OASIS with Kyrghyzstan
17 DAYS 16 NIGHTS
Itinerary: TASHKENT-ZOMIN- SAMARKAND-TASHKENT-KIRGHIZISTAN
DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5

DAY 6

Tashkent
Arrival in Tashkent.
The accomodation to the hotel.
The tour of the sights of the capital:
• the place of Independence
• Great place Timur
Dinner. Overnight in Tashkent
Tashkent-Zomin
Breakfast at the hotel.
Drive to Zomin by car or a small bus (3 hours).
The accomodation to the inn
Lunch. Trekking tour around camp
Dinner. The night Zomin
Zomin Trekking
Breakfast at the inn.
Trekking tour.
Picnic lunch on the mountains. At the evening return to the camp.
Dinner. The night Zomin
Zomin Trekking
Breakfast at the inn.
Trekking tour.
Picnic lunch on the mountains. At the evening return to the camp.
Dinner. The night Zomin
Zomin-Samarkand
Breakfast at the inn.
Departure to Samarkand 3 (hours). The installation at the hotel.
Lunch. The visit of the sights of the city:
• Registan Square
• the Gur-Emir mausoleum
• the mosque Bibikhanoum
• the local bazaar
Dinner. Overnight in Samarkand
Samarkand-Tashkent-Bishkek
Breakfast at the hotel.
The departure to Tashkent 4:00.

DAY 7

DAY 8

Lunch. The visit of Khasti Imam complex famous for its manuscript of the Koran
from the seventh century.
Dinner. Overnight in Tashkent
Tashkent-Bishkek
Transfer to the airport and flight to Bishkek. The installation at the hotel. The visit
of the sights of the city:
This city tour includes a visit to the Victory Square, Oak Park with stone
sculptures, Old Town Square, the Houses of Parliament, the main Ala-Too Square,
the White House, Hero's Square Manas, the mayor and many other interesting
places.
Bishkek - Burana - Tamga
Burana Tower was built in the 11th century. There was a thriving city on the Silk
Road. Also, you will see stone warriors - Balbals. If a famous soldier was killed
during the war, so people always make a statue for him. After an interesting
excursion and climbing on top of the tower tour, we head to the most famous place
of Kyrgyzstan - Issyk Kul! Issyk Kul is the largest mountain lake in Central Asia
and the second largest in the world! Its length is 180 km and it is 60 km wide! The
lake view is fantastic - the pure blue water and high mountains of Tien Shan all
sites! The water is about 22 degrees and many people come here to bathe in the
summer. This night you will spend in the village of Tamga in a house with a warm
family kirghizetrès.

DAY 9

Tamga - Barskoon - gorges Dunguromo
The course of two hours to Barskoon gorge where we start our trekking part of the
tour. The length of the gorge is 30 km. There is a road along the gorge that
connects the valley Issyk Kul, with valleys and Inner Tien-ShanCentral. At the
beginning of the gorge its slopes are covered by steppe flora and sparse bushes.
Then the forest zone of sapinscommence. You can see a nice mix of trees and
bushes of barberry in different colors, mountain ash, buckthorn, blackcurrants,
raspberries, wild rose and honeysuckle. At 2800 meters above sea level appear
juniper forests. Also on the road, you will see a beautiful waterfall. The course is
difficult on mountain scenery and you will have difficult climbs and exciting
descents. The hike starts from the rising to spend Dunguromo. This pass is 3736
meters high and you will see a fantastic panoramic view from the top. On this day
we will go trekking in the mountains and you will see a large number of mountain
lakes. The time of hiking will be about 6 hours.
The night in tents

DAY 10

Dunguromo - Jashil Kol Lake - gorges Dzhukuu
Our trek begins at 8 o`clock. This day you will go along the Dzhukuu (3512 m).
The road is breathtaking and you'll have a crush on our mountains! On the summit
of the pass, we will stop for a moment to enjoy the incredible view. Also, you will
see our fantastic Jashil Kol lake is hidden in the Rocky Mountains! For one day,
you will see many different landscapes mountains. It is quite possible that we meet
real nomads!
The night in tents

DAY 11

Dzhukuu - Ashu Kashka Suu Kyi
This day is dedicated to hiking from Dzhukuujusqu'à throat Ashu Kashka Suu.
The path will lead us along the high mountains are covered with pine and juniper.
The trees are called queens Tien Shan because of their beauty and are most sacred
to the nomads trees. Juniper saw over 2000 years and people saw it as the tree of

life and rebirth. Our hike takes place in Shan Tiencentral along the beach Terskey.
Tien Shan is the Chinese name. In Kyrgyzstan they call Too Keep this name
means Celestial Mountains. Kyrgyzstan is a mountainous country and 93% of the
country consists of mountains, including the Central Tien Shan, Kyrgyz mountains
and Pamir Alai. The highlight of the Kyrgyz part of Tien Shan peak of Victory
which is 7437 meters high! The Tien Shan is one of the largest in Asia. It spans
several countries and two thirds of the system lies in the territory of Kyrgyzstan.
The night in tents
DAY 12

Ashu Kashka Kyi - gorges Jukuchak
The hike is to Jukuchak we`ll go through the path which is 3641 m high. The
name of this pass is Ashu Tor and it is famous for the panoramic view you can see
it!
There are several small rooms with clean water. People come to this place to get
energy and to improve their health. The running time is 6-7 hours. The night is
about 2250 m of highth.

DAY 13

Dzhukuchak throat - Kichi Kyzyl Suu
The trek on the foot of the pass Orto Bulak. We'll go over to come to the Kichi
Kyzyl Suu gorge. The mountain pass is 2543 meters above sea level and you will
be amazed by its pristine beauty.
The night in tents
Kichi Kyzyl Suu - Jili Suu
The path to the gorge Chon Kyzyl Suu. This bra is very popular among the
nomads, because it has a lot of green grass and a fast mountain river. In the
evening you will arrive at natural warm sources Jili Suu. There is a small pool
with healing water. You can take a bath to get better health and to relax after your
hike.
The night in tents
Chon Kyzyl Suu gorge - Jeti Oguz
Trekking round wonder in the direction of the famous Jeti Oguz gorge. This is one
of the most beautiful gorges in Kyrgyzstan! To reach the gorge, we will cross a
mountain river and we go to Dzhayyk Kok (2751 m). From this pass, you will see
unforgettable views, and you will make a lot of pictures there. Also during the
trekking, you will see several times a panoramic view of Lake Issyk Kul!
At the end of the day, we get to the yurt camp! There are many nomadic families
in the gorge! And that night, you also spend in yurts of Kyrgyz nomads real!
Jeti Oguz - Karakol - Bishkek
After a night in yurts, we will see our famous red rocks that are similar to Seven
Bulls - Jeti Oguz. Once you have finished taking pictures, we drive to the town of
Karakol. Karakol is an old city that was built at the time of the Russian Tsar. Then
we head to Bishkek via the town Cholpon Ata. The road along the north shore of
the lake and you will have many decisions to make pictures of notrelacincroyable.
In the evening you can spend a night in Bishkek.
The next morning, transfer to the airport.

DAY 14

DAY 15

DAY 16

DAY 17

